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Abstract. The study of Saharan dust events (SDEs) and
biomass burning (BB) emissions are both topics of great sci-
entific interest since they are frequent and important pollut-
ing scenarios affecting air quality and climate. The main aim
of this work is evaluating the feasibility of using near-real-
time in situ aerosol optical measurements for the detection
of these atmospheric events in the western Mediterranean
Basin (WMB). With this aim, intensive aerosol optical prop-
erties (SAE: scattering Ångström exponent, AAE: absorp-
tion Ångström exponent, SSAAE: single scattering albedo
Ångström exponent and g: asymmetry parameter) were de-
rived from multi-wavelength aerosol light scattering, hemi-
spheric backscattering and absorption measurements per-
formed at regional (Montseny; MSY, 720 m a.s.l.) and con-
tinental (Montsec; MSA, 1570 m a.s.l.) background sites in
the WMB. A sensitivity study aiming at calibrating the mea-
sured intensive optical properties for SDEs and BB detection
is presented and discussed.

The detection of SDEs by means of the SSAAE parameter
and Ångström matrix (made up by SAE and AAE) depended
on the altitude of the measurement station and on SDE inten-
sity. At MSA (mountain-top site) SSAAE detected around
85 % of SDEs compared with 50 % at the MSY station,
where pollution episodes dominated by fine anthropogenic
particles frequently masked the effect of mineral dust on op-
tical properties during less intense SDEs. Furthermore, an
interesting feature of SSAAE was its capability to detect the
presence of mineral dust after the end of SDEs. Thus, resus-
pension processes driven by summer regional atmospheric
circulations and dry conditions after SDEs favoured the ac-

cumulation of mineral dust at regional level having important
consequences for air quality. On average, SAE, AAE and g
ranged between −0.7 and 1, 1.3 and 2.5 and 0.5 and 0.75
respectively during SDEs.

Based on the aethalometer model, BB contribution to
equivalent black carbon (BC) accounted for 36 and 40 % at
MSY and MSA respectively. Linear relationships were found
between AAE and %BCbb, with AAE values reaching around
1.5 when %BCbb was higher than 50 %. BB contribution to
organic matter (OM) at MSY was around 30 %. Thus fos-
sil fuel (FF) combustion sources showed important contribu-
tions to both BC and OM in the region under study. Results
for OM source apportionment showed good agreement with
simultaneous biomass burning organic aerosol (BBOA) and
hydrocarbon-like organic aerosol (HOA) obtained by apply-
ing a positive matrix factorization model (PMF) to simulta-
neous Aerosol Chemical Speciation Monitor (ACSM) mea-
surements. A wildfire episode was identified at MSY, show-
ing AAE values up to 2 when daily BB contributions to BC
and OM were 73 and 78 % respectively.

1 Introduction

Atmospheric aerosols play an important role in our envi-
ronment, affecting air quality and health (Pope and Dock-
ery, 2006) and contributing to the largest uncertainties to the
total radiative forcing (IPCC, 2007, 2013). Aerosol affects
climate by perturbation of the Earth’s radiative budget, di-
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rectly through absorption and scattering of solar and terres-
trial radiation and indirectly by acting as cloud condensation
nuclei (Twomey et al., 1984; Albrecht, 1989). Most parti-
cles scatter the sunlight, causing a net cooling at the top of
the atmosphere (TOA), whereas black carbon (BC) absorbs
solar radiation in the whole visible spectrum, thus causing
a net warming at the TOA (Jacobson, 2001; Ramanathan
and Carmichael, 2008; Bond et al., 2013). Absorbing parti-
cles can modify the radiation fluxes directly by absorption of
shortwave solar radiation and semi-directly by modifying the
temperature distribution of the atmosphere. Absorption in the
UV range is important, since it may affect photochemistry,
thus reducing tropospheric ozone concentration (Jacobson,
1998; Chen and Bond, 2010). Mineral matter and some or-
ganic compounds mainly from biomass burning (BB) emis-
sions, called brown carbon (BrC), can also absorb solar radi-
ation in the UV range of the solar spectrum. BrC contains a
large and variable group of organic compounds including hu-
mic substances, polyaromatics hydrocarbons and lignin (An-
dreae and Gelencsér, 2006), and it is formed by inefficient
combustion of hydrocarbons (biomass burning) and also by
photo-oxidation of biogenic particles (Yang et al., 2009). The
light absorption by mineral dust depends on its content of fer-
ric oxides (Sokolik and Toon, 1999; Alfaro et al., 2004).

Thus, the study of the relationship between physico-
chemical and optical properties of aerosols is strongly re-
quired in order to obtain a deeper characterization of at-
mospheric aerosols and, therefore, a better estimation of
their radiative forcing. Some parameters can be derived from
multi-wavelength scattering and absorption aerosol measure-
ments in order to describe the optical properties as a func-
tion of the wavelength. These parameters, such as single
scattering albedo (SSA), asymmetry parameter (g), scatter-
ing Ångström exponent (SAE), absorption Ångström expo-
nent (AAE) and single scattering albedo Ångström expo-
nent (SSAAE), are determined by the physicochemical prop-
erties of aerosols and are called intensive because they do
not depend on the particle mass. These intensive proper-
ties present a valuable input for climate models, which re-
quire accurate information concerning the variability of at-
mospheric composition for targeted species via comparison
with observations (Laj et al., 2009). Given the huge variety of
aerosol emission sources and formation and transformation
processes, there is a substantial need for accurate real-time
aerosol optical measurements to achieve a low-error estima-
tion of the effects that atmospheric particles have on climate
coupling experimental measurements and modelling results
(IPCC, 2007, 2013).

In order to get a wide coverage of the spatial variability
of aerosols, aerosol optical data are obtained all over the
world from both in situ and remote measurements. The in
situ optical measurements are usually performed in interna-
tional networks using automatic instruments which provide
real-time data at high temporal and spatial resolution. Some
of the most relevant networks are Aerosols, Clouds and Trace

Gases Research InfraStructure (ACTRIS; www.actris.net),
Global Atmospheric Watch (GAW; www.gaw-wdca.org),
Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET; www.aeronet.gsfc.
nasa.gov) and NOAA baseline observatory (www.esrl.noaa.
gov).

The WMB is affected by a large variety of emission
sources: natural sources such as Saharan dust, marine
aerosols and wildfire; industrial and urban emissions from
densely populated areas along the coastline and transbound-
ary sources from the European continent (Steinbrecher et al.,
2009; Rodríguez et al., 2011; Pey et al., 2013a, b; Garcia-
Hurtado et al., 2014). The atmospheric dynamics coupled to
local orography gives rise to a complex mixture of pollutants
(Millán et al., 1997) where aerosol formation and transforma-
tion processes take place and the accumulation of pollutants
is very frequent (Rodríguez et al., 2002, 2003; Pérez et al.,
2004; Jiménez et al., 2006; Pey et al., 2010; Jorba et al., 2013;
Pandolfi et al., 2014b). Furthermore, the high occurrence of
Saharan dust events (SDEs), especially during the summer
period, also contribute strongly to the increment of PM10
levels in the WMB (Rodríguez et al., 2001, 2015; Querol
et al., 2009; Pey et al., 2013a). In fact, more than 70 % of
the exceedances of the PM10 daily limit value (2008/50/CE
European Directive) at most regional background sites of
Spain have been attributed to dust outbreaks (Escudero et al.,
2007a). Thus, all these processes lead to a radiative forcing in
the WMB that is among the highest in the world (Jacobson,
2001). Nevertheless, there is a large uncertainty in the to-
tal radiative forcing by atmospheric aerosols in the Mediter-
ranean area (Mallet et al., 2013). The high occurrence and
intensity of SDEs in the WMB give us the opportunity to
look deeply into the characterization of the optical proper-
ties of mineral dust when mixed with local aerosols. De-
spite several studies having been published on physical and
chemical properties of mineral dust in the WMB region (Ro-
dríguez et al., 2001; Escudero et al., 2007b; Querol et al.,
2009; Pey et al., 2013a), very few have studied how SDEs
affect the aerosol intensive optical properties (Pandolfi et al.,
2011, 2014a; Valenzuela et al., 2015)

Possibly related to the scarce use of biomass burning for
domestic heating in the Mediterranean region compared to
central and northern Europe, very few studies have been
published describing BrC effects on intensive aerosol opti-
cal properties in the WMB. However, recent studies have
estimated that biomass burning sources in the WMB may
contribute more than expected to the measured ambient el-
emental carbon (EC) and organic carbon (OC) concentra-
tions (Minguillón et al., 2011, 2015; Reche et al., 2012;
Mohr et al., 2012; Viana et al., 2013; Pandolfi et al., 2014b).
In these studies the biomass burning source was character-
ized by means of techniques such as positive matrix fac-
torization (PMF) on AMS (aerosol mass spectrometer) or
ACSM (Aerosol Chemical Speciation Monitor) data, filter-
based analysis of 14C and/or specific chemical tracers such
as levoglucosan or K+. Nevertheless, only few studies have
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used multi-wavelength aethalometer data (Sandradewi et al.,
2008) in the WMB (Segura et al., 2014).

The main aim of this work is to provide a deep charac-
terization of the intensive optical properties of atmospheric
aerosols in the WMB under specific pollution episodes
(SDEs and BB). Thus, here we evaluate the feasibility of us-
ing the intensive aerosol optical properties for the near-real-
time detection of specific atmospheric events in the WMB.
A sensitivity study aimed at calibrating the measured inten-
sive aerosol optical properties is presented and discussed.
We show that this calibration is needed to take into account
the effects of local pollution on the intensive optical proper-
ties during SDEs and BB events. Moreover, we provide the
range of variability of the calculated intensive optical prop-
erties as a function of the intensity of these events. This in-
formation is valuable input for models studying the radia-
tive effects of atmospheric aerosols in this very peculiar area.
With this aim, we used high-quality data collected at two sta-
tions located in the WMB: Montseny (MSY, regional back-
ground station; 720 m a.s.l.) and Montsec (MSA, remote sta-
tion; 1500 m a.s.l.). A list of acronyms used in this work is
provided in Table S1 of the Supplement.

2 Methodology

2.1 Sampling sites

Results presented in this study were obtained from data col-
lected at two in situ measurement stations located in the NE
Iberian Peninsula (Fig. 1).

The Montseny (MSY) site is a mid-altitude emplacement
(720 m a.s.l.), representative of the regional background in
the WMB. The MSY measurement station is located in
the Montseny Natural Park (41◦19′ N, 02◦21′ E), 40 km to
the NNE of the Barcelona urban area and 25 km from the
Mediterranean coast and is frequently affected by anthro-
pogenic emissions (Pérez et al., 2008).

The continental background site Montsec (MSA) is a
remote high-altitude emplacement (1570 m a.s.l.) situated
on the southern side of the Pre-Pyrenees at the Montsec
d’Ares mountain (42◦3′ N, 0◦44′ E), 140 km to the NW of
Barcelona and 140 km to the WNW of Montseny (Ripoll et
al., 2014). MSY and MSA sites are integrated into ACTRIS
(Aerosol, Clouds and Trace gases Research Infrastructure)
and GAW (Global Atmosphere Watch) networks, and then in
situ aerosol optical measurements were performed following
the standards required by these networks.

Detailed information on these monitoring stations can be
found, for example, in Pérez et al. (2008), Pey et al. (2009),
Pandolfi et al. (2011), Cusack et al. (2012) and Minguillón
et al. (2015) for MSY, and in Ripoll et al. (2014, 2015), Pan-
dolfi et al. (2014a) for the MSA site.

2.2 Classification of atmospheric scenarios

The classification of atmospheric episodes affecting the
MSA and MSY sites on each day of the sampling period was
performed following the procedure described by Ripoll et al.
(2014) using BSC-DREAM8b (Basart et al., 2012), SKIRON
(Nickovic et al., 2001) and HYSPLIT (Draxler and Rolph,
2015; Rolph, 2015) models.

A detailed description of the main meteorological pro-
cesses affecting the area under study can be found in Pérez
et al. (2008), Pey et al. (2010), Pandolfi et al. (2014a), Ripoll
et al. (2014). This study is focused on the atmospheric sce-
narios which significantly affect the concentrations of pol-
lutants in the WMB: northern African (NAF), summer re-
gional (REG) and Atlantic advection (AA). SDEs, driven by
NAF air masses, are more frequent from March to October,
strongly contributing to increased PM10. The summer REG
scenarios favour the dispersion of the pollutants around the
emission sources and the transport and accumulation of pol-
lutants through the regional recirculation of air masses (Mil-
lán et al., 1997). Often REGs occur after SDEs, causing im-
portant effects on air quality as shown later. AAs affect the
WMB throughout the year but mainly in winter. Fresh and
clean air masses from the Atlantic clear out the previously
accumulated stagnated air masses, leading to lower pollutant
concentrations at regional scale. The seasonal distribution of
the main atmospheric episodes throughout the year is very
similar at MSY and MSA. However, during colder periods
MSA high-altitude station is frequently within the free tropo-
sphere conditions whereas the MSY station is frequently af-
fected by regional/local emission sources being often within
the planetary boundary layer PBL (Pandolfi et al., 2014a, b).

The African dust contribution to PM10 (%dust) at MSY
was calculated using the statistical methodology described
in Escudero et al. (2007b) and Pey et al. (2013). This method
is based on the application of a 30-day moving 40th per-
centile to the daily PM10 data series, after excluding those
days impacted by African dust. For those days affected by
African dust, the percentile value is assumed to be the theo-
retical background concentration of PM if African dust did
not occur. After that, the African dust daily contribution is
obtained as the difference between the experimental PM10
concentration and the calculated 40th percentile value.

2.3 Measurements and instrumentation

2.3.1 Aerosol absorption and equivalent black carbon
(BC) concentration measurements

Aerosol light absorption coefficient (σap) at 637 nm (Müller
et al., 2011a) was measured at 1 min resolution with a
Multi-Angle Absorption Photometer (MAAP, model 5012,
Thermo). BC mass concentrations (Petzold et al., 2013) were
calculated assuming a constant mass absorption cross sec-
tion (MAC) of 6.6 m2 g−1 (Petzold and Schönlinner, 2004).
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Figure 1. (a) Location of Montsec (MSA; remote mountain-top) and Montseny (MSY, regional background) measurement sites. (b) Topo-
graphic profile of MSA and MSY area.

The detection limit of the MAAP instrument is lower than
100 ng m−3 over 2 min integration.

Aerosol light absorption coefficients (σap) at seven differ-
ent wavelengths (370, 470, 520, 590, 660, 880 and 950 nm)
were obtained every 1 min at both stations by means of
aethalometer instruments (models AE-31 and AE-33). At the
MSA site the AE-33 (Drinovec et al., 2015) was equipped
with a PM2.5 cut-off inlet until March 2014 and with a
PM10 cut-off inlet afterwards. Absorption measurements at
MSY were carried out with a PM10 cut-off inlet using an
AE-31 aethalometer model from June 2012 to June 2013,
then replaced with an AE-33 model. Absorption measure-
ments from the AE-31 were corrected for loading and scat-
tering effects according to Weingartner et al. (2003). The
site-specific AE-31 multiple-scattering correction factor (C)
at MSY was obtained by comparing simultaneous AE-31
and MAAP measurements. Data was normalized to standard
conditions (273 K, 1013 hPa). Multi-wavelength aerosol ab-
sorption measurements used in this work cover a period of
2.5 years at MSY (June 2012–December 2014) and around
1 year at MSA (November 2013–December 2014).

2.3.2 Aerosol scattering measurements

Aerosols light scattering (σsp) and hemispheric backscatter-
ing (σbsp) coefficients were measured at each site every 5 min
at three different wavelengths (450, 525 and 635 nm) with
a LED-based integrating nephelometer (model Aurora 3000,
ECOTECH Pty, Ltd, Knoxfield, Australia). Calibration of the
nephelometer was performed 3 times per year by using CO2
as span gas while zero adjustments were performed once per
day by using internally filtered particle-free air. A relative
humidity (RH) threshold was set following the ACTRIS rec-
ommendations (RH< 40 %). Scattering measurements were
corrected for truncation due to non-ideal detection of scat-

tered radiation following the procedure described in Müller
et al. (2011b). Multi-wavelength aerosol scattering measure-
ments used in this work cover a period of 5 years at MSY
(from January 2010 to December 2014) and 3.5 years at
MSA (from July 2011 to December 2014).

2.3.3 PM measurements

Real-time PM concentrations were continuously measured at
30 and 5 min resolution by optical particle counters (OPC)
using GRIMM spectrometers (GRIMM 180 at MSY and
GRIMM 1107 and GRIMM 1129 at MSA). Concentrations
were corrected by comparison with 24 h gravimetric mass
measurements of PMx (Alastuey et al., 2011). For gravi-
metric measurements, 24 h PMx samples were collected ev-
ery 4 days on 150 mm quartz micro-fiber filters (Pallflex
QAT) with high-volume (Hi-Vol) samplers (DIGITEL DH80
and/or MCV CAV-A/MSb at 30 m3 h−1).

3 Calculation of the intensive aerosol optical properties

The extensive and intensive aerosol optical properties and the
equations used to derive the intensive properties are reported
in Table 1 and briefly commented on below.

In order to study some of the aforementioned intensive op-
tical properties over a wider spectral range, the 3λ scatter-
ing measurements from the nephelometer were derived at 7
aethalometer wavelengths using the SAE calculated from 3λ
measured scattering. Once scattering was obtained at 7λ, we
estimated SSA and SSAAE at these 7λ.

a. The SAE depends on the physical properties of aerosols
and mainly on the size of the particles. Generally, SAE
lower than 1 or higher than 2 indicates that the scatter-
ing is dominated by larger or finer particles respectively
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Table 1. Extensive and intensive aerosol optical properties measured and derived respectively in this work.

Extensive optical properties

Optical properties of PM10
particles

Symbol λ [nm] Method Notes

Scattering σλspPM10
450, 525, 635 Nephelometer [AURORA 3000

ECOTECH Pty, Ltd, Knoxfield,
Australia]

Measurements corrected for
truncation and non-Lambertian
illumination function of the
light source as in Müller et
al. (2011b)

Backscattering σλbspPM10

Absorption σλapPM10
370, 470, 520,
590, 660, 880,
950

Aethalometer model AE-31 and
AE-33[MAGEE Scientific]

AE-31 measurements corrected
for filter loading as in Weingart-
ner et al. (2003) and Collaud
Coen et al. (2010)

Intensive optical properties

Scattering Ångström exponent SAE 450 to 635 SAE=−Linear estimation(
Ln
(
σ
λ1
spPM10

toσ
λ3
spPM10

)
Ln(λ1 toλ3)

)
Absorption Ångström exponent AAE 370 to 950 AAE=−Linear estimation(

Ln
(
σ
λ1
apPM10

toσ λ7
apPM10

)
Ln(λ1 toλ7)

)

Asymmetry parameter g 450, 525, 635 g (λ)=−7.14
(
σλbsp

/
σλsp

)3
+

7.46
(
σλbsp

/
σλsp

)2
−

3.96
(
σλbsp

/
σλsp

)
+ 0.9893

The nephelometer measures
hemispheric backscattering
[−90 to +90◦]

Single scattering albedo SSA 370, 470, 520,
590, 660, 880,
950

SSA(λ)=
σ λsp

σ λsp+σ
λ
ap

In order to estimate SSA at 7λ,
the scattering was calculated at
7λ using the measured SAE.

Single scattering albedo Ångström
exponent

SSAAE 370 to 950 SSAAE=−Linear estimation(
Ln
(

SSA
λ1
PM10

to SSAλ7
PM10

)
Ln(λ1 toλ7)

)

(Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998; Schuster et al., 2006). In
this study, SAE was estimated from a linear fit of 3λ
scattering measured in the 450–635 nm range.

b. The g parameter (Delene and Ogren, 2002; Andrews
et al., 2006) is defined as the cosine-weighted average
of the phase function, which is the probability of radi-
ation being scattered in a given direction. Values of g
can range from −1 for 180◦ backward scattering to +1
for complete forward scattering (0◦). A value of 0.7 is
commonly used in radiative transfer models (Ogren et
al., 2006).

c. The AAE provides information about the chemical
composition of atmospheric aerosols. BC absorbs radia-
tion across the whole solar spectrum with the same effi-
ciency, thus it is characterized by AAE values around 1
(Kirchstetter et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2012). Conversely,

BrC and mineral dust show strong light absorption in
the blue to ultraviolet spectrum leading to AAE values
up to 3 and 6.5 respectively (Kirchstetter et al., 2004;
Chen and Bond, 2010; Kim et al., 2012; Petzold et al.,
2009). AAE was estimated from a linear fit of 7λ ab-
sorption measured in the 370–950 nm range.

d. The SSA parameter is defined as the ratio between
the scattering and the extinction coefficients at a given
wavelength and describes the relative importance of
scattering and absorption on radiation. Thus, the SSA
parameter indicates the potential of aerosols for cooling
or warming the atmosphere. A detailed description of
SSA at both MSY and MSA was presented by Pandolfi
et al. (2011, 2014a). Nevertheless, in this work the SSA
is used with the main objective of calculating SSAAE.
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e. The wavelength dependence of the SSA is known as the
SSAAE and it is defined as SSAAE= (1-SSA)× (SAE-
AAE) (Moosmüller and Chakrabarty, 2011). This pa-
rameter provides general information about the type of
sampled aerosols integrating both physical and chemi-
cal properties, and it has been proposed as a good indi-
cator for the presence of Saharan dust in the atmosphere
(Collaud Coen et al., 2004). The Saharan dust out-
breaks change the intensive optical properties of sam-
pled aerosols, causing a reduction of SAE and an in-
crease of AAE, resulting in a negative SSAAE during
these events. Therefore, this parameter can be used to
assess which type of aerosol is dominating the scat-
tering and the absorption. For example Collaud Coen
et al. (2004) reported measurements performed at the
high-altitude alpine station Jungfraujoch (Switzerland)
and showed that the SSAAE was able to detect 100 %
of Saharan dust outbreaks compared with 80 % and
around 40 % of events detected using SAE and AAE re-
spectively. Russell et al. (2010) has also performed the
AAE and SSAAE parameters for full aerosol vertical
columns obtained from sun-sky photometer retrievals,
in order to characterize aerosol columns dominated by
the two important sources of UV absorbing aerosols,
biomass burning and Saharan dust. The SSAAE was es-
timated from a linear fit of 7λ-SSA calculated in the
370–950 nm range (Table 1).

4 The aethalometer model

The aethalometer (AE) model allows the detection of fossil
fuel combustion (FF) and biomass burning (BB) contribu-
tions to the total BC concentrations taking advantage of the
different spectral absorption efficiency of the main markers
of these two sources: BC for FF combustion and BrC for BB
(Sandradewi et al., 2008b). The AE model has also been ap-
plied for FF and BB source apportionment to total carbona-
ceous material (CMtotal =OM+BC) and to organic matter
(OM) (Favez et al., 2010). Light absorption measurements at
370–450 and 880–950 nm are used due to the fact that BC
from FF combustion has a weak dependence on wavelength
whereas BrC from BB shows enhanced absorption at shorter
wavelengths. Here we applied the AE model to absorption
measurements performed at 370 and 950 nm.

The AE model is usually applied selecting AAE values
around 0.8–1.1 for BC from FF combustion (AAEff) and
around 1.6–2.2 for BB (AAEbb). It is known that the AE
method may lead to high uncertainties in the estimation
of biomass burning contribution due to the high variabil-
ity of AAEbb depending on the wood-burned combustion
regime and on the internal mixing with non-absorbing mate-
rials (Lewis et al., 2008; Harrison et al., 2013). Thus, AAEff
and AAEbb are usually chosen by comparing the AE model
outputs with FF and BB contributions to BC and/or OM

from other techniques such as chemical mass balance (CMB)
model on offline filter measurements, positive matrix factor-
ization (PMF) model on AMS and/or ACSM data or 14C
technique (Favez et al., 2010; Herich et al., 2011; Crippa
et al., 2013). Here we followed a similar procedure to cal-
ibrate the AE model: the optimal AAEff and AAEbb were se-
lected, comparing results from the AE model with those ob-
tained from PMF on simultaneous ACSM hourly data at the
MSY station for 1 year (Minguillón et al., 2015). Then, the
optimal AAEff and AAEbb for MSY were applied to MSA
aethalometer model.

In the present work, CMtotal was calculated as the sum of
BC concentration measured by MAAP (637 nm) and OM
measured by ACSM. Following Eqs. (1)–(3), CMtotal was
expressed as the sum of carbonaceous material from FF
combustion (CMff), carbonaceous material from BB emis-
sions (CMbb) and non-combustion organic aerosols (OA). At
the MSY station, OA may account for a large contribution
mainly in summer and includes principally organic aerosols
from biogenic origin as reported in Minguillón et al. (2011)
and Pandolfi et al. (2014b). Thus, we included the constant
C3 in contrast to previous studies, where it was negligible as-
suming a low contribution of OA sources. CMff and CMbb
were then expressed as the product of the constants (C1 and
C2)multiplied by the aerosol absorption due to FF at 950 nm
(babs,ff,950) and the aerosol absorption due to BB at 370 nm
(babs,bb,370) respectively. The babs,ff,950 and babs,bb,370 were
calculated for different values of AAEff and AAEbb follow-
ing the equations reported in Sandradewi et al. (2008) and
then used in Eqs. (1)–(3) for OM source apportionment. Fi-
nally, the constantsC1,C2 andC3, which related the light ab-
sorption to the particulate mass, were calculated using mul-
tilinear regression (MLR) analysis.

CMtotal = CMff+CMbb+OA (1)
OM+BC= C1babs,ff,950+C2babs,bb,370+C3 (2)
OM+BC= (OMff+BCff)950

+ (OMbb+BCbb)370+OA (3)

Once BCff, BCbb, CMff and CMbb have been estimated, the
contributions of FF and BB to OM (OMff and OMbb) can be
calculated by subtracting BC from CM (Favez et al., 2010).

5 Results and discussion

5.1 General features

Mean, standard deviation, median, minimum, maximum,
skewness and percentiles (5, 25, 50, 75, 95) of hourly ex-
tensive and intensive aerosol optical properties used in this
work are reported in Table S2 for MSY and MSA. Although
the periods considered at the two stations were different, time
coverage was sufficiently large to allow for a characteriza-
tion of the mean aerosol optical properties at the two sites.
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Mean values of scattering, backscattering and PM10 concen-
trations at both sites were consistent with previous studies
performed at these stations (Pandolfi et al., 2011, 2014a;
Ripoll et al., 2014, 2015). Higher σsp and σbsp were on av-
erage measured at MSY consistent with higher PM10 con-
centrations due to the larger impact of anthropogenic sources
at this station. Consequently, larger absorption σap (Mm−1)
at 470 and 880 nm was also observed at MSY (7.66± 6.5 and
3.51± 2.99) than at MSA (3.57± 3.95 and 1.59± 1.71).

Mean values of g (525 nm), SAE and AAE at MSY were
0.59± 0.06; 1.38± 0.79 and 1.30± 0.30 respectively. At
MSA, mean values for these parameters were 0.57± 0.14,
1.58± 0.83 and 1.36± 0.27. Mean SAE was higher at the
MSA station compared to MSY, which could be explained by
a dominance of smaller particles on average at MSA, likely
due to the frequent position of the station within the free
troposphere in winter. As already reported (Andrews et al.,
2011; Berkowitz et al., 2011; Marcq et al., 2010; Pandolfi et
al., 2014a), under low aerosol loadings at mountain-top sites,
in which large aerosols scattering particles have been pref-
erentially removed, the aerosol mixture is mainly composed
of relatively smaller and darker particles. Previous studies at
MSA have described the free troposphere conditions, charac-
terized by very low PM1 concentrations (< 1.5 µg m−3), low
values of SSA (0.83) and g (0.43) parameter and increas-
ing SAE (Pandolfi et al., 2014a). The MSY site presented
slightly lower AAE values compared to MSA, due to a major
predominance of black carbon particles as a consequence of
the proximity to the Barcelona urban area. SSA was slightly
higher at MSA (0.85± 0.08 and 0.82± 0.3) than MSY val-
ues (0.83± 0.07 and 0.8± 0.12) at 470 and 880 nm respec-
tively.

5.2 Detection of Saharan dust outbreaks using aerosol
intensive optical properties

As already observed, SDEs can be detected using measure-
ments of optical properties, taking advantage of the changes
that mineral dust causes in the spectral dependence of aerosol
scattering and absorption (Collaud Coen et al., 2004). In fact,
SDE scenarios are characterized by a decrease of SAE, as a
consequence of the predominance of coarse particles, and an
increase of AAE due to the enhanced absorption in the UV
spectrum by mineral dust. The angstrom matrix is a useful
tool for detecting periods dominated by SDEs (Russell et al.,
2010). It consists of a scatter plot made up of the SAE param-
eter on the x axis and the AAE parameter on the y axis, pro-
viding information about aerosol size and composition. The
scatter plot can be colour coded and investigated by other pa-
rameters to further characterize the atmospheric aerosols. In
our case the matrix was colour coded for different air mass
origins and by the coarse fraction contained within the PM10
(%PM1−10 in PM10), which was calculated as the difference
between %PM1 and %PM10 contained within the PM10 frac-
tion.

The Ångström matrix for MSY and MSA (Fig. 2b, e)
showed dominance of coarse material (high % of PM1−10
in PM10) related to low values of SAE (roughly lower than
1) and larger values of AAE (approximately higher than 1.3)
during SDEs.

In order to demonstrate that these SAE and AAE limits
were mainly related with the presence of mineral dust from
Africa in the area under study, the Ångström matrices were
also investigated by the occurrence of the three main atmo-
spheric situations affecting MSY and MSA stations: SDEs,
REGs and AAs (Fig. 2a, d). As shown in Fig. 2a, d, the region
of the Ångström matrices representing SDEs fits well with
the SAE and AAE limits reported above (Fig. 2b, e). Aver-
ages and standard deviations of SAE and AAE during SDEs
were 1.12± 0.87 and 1.27± 0.24 for MSY, and 0.69± 0.78
and 1.41± 0.25 for MSA. Lower SAE and higher AAE at
MSA pointed to a larger dominance of mineral dust and a
purer composition during these events at the high-altitude
station (Fig. S1). Average PM10 concentrations during SDEs
were 25.4± 17 and 21.0± 17 µg m−3 for MSY and MSA
respectively. Further information providing the frequency
distribution and average values of SAE, AAE, PM10 and
%PM1−10 in PM10 for each atmospheric situation at both sta-
tions is reported in Fig. S1 of the Supplement.

The feasibility of detecting Saharan dust outbreaks by
means of the hourly Ångström matrices is further confirmed
in Fig. S2, where the Ångström matrix for the MSY sta-
tion was weighted by the %dust (daily basis) for those days
affected by SDEs. The quantification of African mineral
dust contribution to PM10 ( %dust) at MSY was calculated
using the statistical methodology described in Escudero et
al. (2007b) and Pey et al. (2013a) (detailed in Sect. 2.2). De-
spite the scarce availability of simultaneous daily data points
of SAE, AAE and %dust for the period under study, the
Ångström matrix showed lower SAE and increasing AAE
with increasing intensity of SDEs (% dust) in agreement with
the Ångström matrix reported in Fig. 2b. However, Fig. S2
clearly shows that there are conditions when the AAE-SAE
pair does not unequivocally detect the Saharan dust out-
breaks, being SAE higher than 1.0–1.5 and AAE lower than
1.2–1.3. These points are characterized by relatively low
(< 40 % approximately) dust contribution to PM10 represent-
ing not very intense SDEs. Thus, this region of the Ångström
matrix identified an aerosol mixture between mineral dust
and anthropogenic pollutants of mainly local origin. Then,
we can conclude that (a) some points during REG episodes
(yellow dots in Fig. 2a, d) were characterized by SAE and
AAE values similar to those observed during SDEs, indicat-
ing presence of mineral dust in the atmosphere and (b) for
some SDEs, the corresponding AAE-SAE pairs do not un-
equivocally confirm the presence of mineral dust (anthro-
pogenic emissions and mineral dust mixing).

The blue spot area displayed in the Ångström matrix for
the MSA station (Fig. 2e) showed AAE-SAE pairs charac-
terized by low contribution of PM1−10 to PM10 ∼%1–10,
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Figure 2. Ångström matrix (scatter plot of AAE vs. SAE weighted by air mass origin) at (a) MSY and (d) MSA. Ångström matrix (scatter
plot of AAE vs. SAE weighted by levels of %PM1−10 in PM10) at (b) MSY and (e) MSA. Ångström-asymmetry parameter matrix (scatter
plot of AAE vs. g weighted by levels of %PM1−10 in PM10) at (c) MSY and (f) MSA (on an hourly basis).

which are mainly represented by AA scenarios. Average and
standard deviation of SAE and AAE during these scenarios
were 1.35± 0.95 and 1.33± 0.27 for MSY, and 1.65± 0.57
and 1.30± 0.16 for MSA respectively. PM10 showed the
lowest concentrations during these events, being 11± 7 and
9.4± 6 µg m−3 respectively for MSY and MSA (Fig. S1).
These AA scenarios, some of them related with free tropo-
sphere conditions in MSA during winter, lead to a cleaner
environment, free of pollutants and characterized by finer
and relatively darker particles in the Ångström matrix. Con-
versely, a predominance of REG scenarios is seen at MSY
(yellow dots in Fig. 2a), related to larger contribution of
PM1−10 to PM10 (40–80 %) (Fig. 2b). SAE and AAE val-
ues during REG episodes were 1.61± 0.87 and 1.24± 0.19
for MSY and 1.66± 0.48 and 1.29± 0.15 for MSA. The av-
erage PM10 concentrations during these atmospheric situa-
tions were 15.6± 8 and 12.6± 7 µg m−3 for MSY and MSA
(Fig. S1). REG episodes, mainly related to pollution scenar-
ios, are characterized by local (affecting lower-altitude re-
gions driven by the breeze patterns) to regional (reaching
higher-altitude locations driven by larger circulations and up-
slope winds) atmospheric circulations transporting fine parti-
cles from the urbanized/industrialized coastline. SAE ranged
between 0–3 and 1–2.5 at MSY and MSA stations respec-
tively during REG scenarios, whereas main AAE values
ranged between 1–1.7 at both stations. Recently, Mallet et
al. (2013) reported column-integrated AAE (440–870 nm)
values across the Mediterranean using Level 2 AERONET
data varying from around 1.3 in urban areas to more than 2
at Mediterranean dusty sites.

In order to study how SDEs affect the asymmetry param-
eter in the area under study, Fig. 2c and f show a modified
Ångström matrix where the g parameter was investigated in-
stead of SAE at both stations. This parameter can also be
used to estimate the size of aerosols according to the differ-
ence in the scattering direction presented by small and larger
particles, since larger particles present higher forward scat-
tering than backward scattering. During SDEs, g was simi-
lar at both stations, approximately ranging between 0.55 and
0.75 at MSA and between 0.5 and 0.7 at MSY. These re-
sults are in agreement with the g values reported by Ogren
et al. (2006) for other in situ measurements. Therefore, given
that SAE parameter presents larger variability than g in re-
lation to changes in %PM1−10, we conclude that SAE is a
better proxy for estimating aerosol size. Despite this, provid-
ing experimental variability ranges for g is important given
that the asymmetry parameter is commonly used in radiative
transfer models (Ogren et al., 2006).

As already mentioned, the SSAAE has been identified as a
good indicator for Saharan dust outbreaks at mountain-top
sites being negative during these types of events (Collaud
Coen et al., 2004). The SSAAE is a useful parameter and
can be used together with the Ångström matrix to character-
ize mineral dust at different emplacements with the aim to
identify SDEs in real time. Similarly to what was already ob-
served for the Ångström matrices, our results showed that the
feasibility of detecting SDEs by means of SSAAE depended
on both the location and altitude of the measurement station,
which determines the aerosol background concentration and
the intensity of the SDE.
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Figure 3. Relationship between SSAAE and the relative contribution (%) of (a) mineral dust to PM10 at MSY and (b) PM1−10 to PM10 at
MSA. Case studies discussed in the text show hourly SAE, AAE and SSAAE calculated for MSY during the periods (c) 28 June 2012 and
(d) 15 October–9 November 2013. Yellow and blue rectangles in Fig. 3d indicate the occurrence of SDEs and precipitation respectively.

Figure 3a showed a relationship between SSAAE and
%dust at MSY for those days affected by SDEs. At MSA,
where %dust was not calculated due to limitations of the
methodology, SSAAE correlated with the percentage of
coarse particles in PM10 (Fig. 3b). SSAAE became negative
for most SDEs identified at MSA, accounting for 85 % de-
tection of these events. However SSAAE showed more fre-
quently positive values near to zero at MSY, detecting 50 %
of SDEs due to a larger exposure to anthropogenic emissions.
The SSAAE became negative when the relative contribution
of Saharan dust to PM10 (%dust) at MSY was higher than
approximately 60 %, keeping positive values at lower %dust
in PM10 despite the presence of mineral dust.

Figure 3c shows an example of the daily variation of
SSAAE, SAE and AAE at MSY during a SDE. Low values
of SAE (< 1) and higher values of AAE (> 1.5) led to nega-
tive SSAAE during the night, indicating presence of mineral
dust. Conversely, during the day, anthropogenic fine pollu-
tants transported from nearby polluted areas hindered the op-
tical effect of mineral dust during non-intense SDEs (54 % of
dust in PM10). Consequently, despite the impact of mineral
dust, the SSAAE turned into positive values. SAE reached
values around 2, indicating dominance of fine particles and,
correspondingly, the AAE lowered to around 1.2, indica-
tive that these fine particles were mainly of anthropogenic
origin. Thus, the proximity to anthropogenic sources under
specific atmospheric conditions (i.e. strong breeze and low

SDE intensity) can prevent both the Ångström matrix and
the SSAAE parameter from detecting SDEs.

A different scenario is shown in Fig. 3d, where two Sa-
haran dust outbreaks were detected and highlighted by the
yellow rectangles. The SSAAE was negative during the two
outbreaks, keeping negative values between the two events
despite the influence of Atlantic air masses during the days
23 and 24 October 2013. Interestingly, the SSAAE reached
the lowest negative values during the subsequent days after
the SDE, until precipitation scavenged pollutants from the
atmosphere (highlighted by the blue rectangle). Thus, the lo-
cal and regional recirculation of air masses under the REG
episode, often lasting for a few days, recirculated an aerosol
mixture dominated by coarse Saharan particles in the atmo-
sphere at a level able to cause the SSAAE to be negative
even in the absence of African air mass advection (Fig. S3).
It is interesting to highlight that, despite the intensive opti-
cal parameters showing the presence of mineral dust during
the REG episode with SSAAE< 0 and the corresponding
decreasing SAE and increasing AAE, the BSC-DREAM8b
was not able to reproduce the recirculation of mineral dust
(Fig. S3d), and only a simulation at high spatial resolution
could characterize the event. The evidence that mineral dust
can recirculate under dry conditions in summer for a few
days after the SDE is of high relevance for air quality. Thus,
near-real-time aerosol optical parameters such as SSAAE are
very useful for detecting mineral dust in the atmosphere even
after the end of the event.
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5.3 Detection of biomass burning using aerosol optical
properties

5.3.1 Calculation of the constants from the
aethalometer model

In order to test the stability of the AE model for our em-
placement (MSY), C1, C2 and C3 were calculated, vary-
ing (Table 2) (a) AAEbb between 1.8 and 2.2 (for a fixed
AAEff = 1) and (b) AAEff between 0.9 and 1.1 (for a fixed
AAEbb = 2). In the first case (a) C1 showed a very low vari-
ability keeping values around 1.05± 0.01 g m−2, whereas
C2 showed a higher variability ranging between 0.28 g m−2

(AAEbb = 1.8) to 0.24 g m−2 (AAEbb = 2.2). In our work,
C3, which represents the contribution from non-combustion
OM, was estimated at around 0.31± 0.04 µg m−3. These re-
sults were consistent with previous studies dealing with AE
source apportionment to OM and reporting less variability
for C1 compared to C2 (Sandradewi et al., 2008; Favez et al.,
2010). In another study (Herich et al., 2011) the AE model
was not applied to OM, mainly due to the high variability
(i.e. model instability) observed for C1 from different model
outputs. In the second case (b), C1 changed only a little
(less than 10 %), ranging from 1.01 g m−2 (AAEff = 0.9) to
1.09 g m−2 (AAEff =1.1) for a fixed AAEbb of 2. As reported
below, AAEbb for our environment was set to 2 by com-
parison with ancillary experimental measurements, whereas
AAEff was set to 1 as in previous studies, given the lower
sensitivity of the AE model to AAEff compared to AAEbb. It
is important to consider that the values of C1 (∼1.05 g m−2)

and C2 (∼ 0.26 g m−2) calculated for our emplacement were
different from those reported in previous studies for differ-
ent environments. In their works, Favez et al. (2010; Greno-
ble) and Sandradewi et al. (2008; Roveredo, Switzerland) set
C1 to a fixed value of 0.26 g m−2, this parameter being less
variable, and C2 was estimated around 0.7–0.8 g m−2. Dif-
ferences between the constants were due to the larger use of
biofuel for domestic heating in these latter locations, leading
to a higher contribution of BB than FF combustion sources
to BC (and probably a smaller influence of FF sources). This
was contrary to our emplacement where results indicated (as
shown later) a higher contribution from FF sources compared
to BB for both BC and OM.

Given the large differences between constants obtained in
this study (C1 and C2) and those previously reported for
other environments, here we applied a similar procedure to
the one described in Herich et al. (2011). Thus, we simu-
lated CMtotal using C1 and C2 from Sandradewi et al. (2008)
and Favez et al. (2010), and babs,ff,(λ1) and babs,bb,(λ2) as
derived from our measurements. As expected, the results
showed a very low correlation between calculated and mea-
sured CM (R2

= 0.009; slope= 0.65) compared to R2
= 1

and slope= 1 using our calculated constants C1, C2 and C3.
Therefore, we conclude that calculation of the specific con-

stants of the model for the area under study is required to
successfully run the aethalometer model.

Moreover, we calculated C1, C2 and C3 for two more
cases: (a) we included only the winter season in order to ac-
count for a larger contribution of BB emissions and to re-
duce the influence of non-combustion OM and SOA forma-
tion which maximize in summer at the MSY station (Min-
guillón et al., 2011) and (b) we excluded SDEs from the
database which could overlap with BrC being both BB and
mineral dust, which are important absorbers in the UV. The
differences for C1, C2 and C3 calculated between these two
cases and the whole period (June 2012–July 2013, Table 2) in
case (a) were lower than 10, 20 and 15 % respectively. These
differences were around 3, 6 and 34 % for case (b). Given
that the AE model outputs have been estimated with errors
as high as 50 % (Favez et al., 2010) and given that we are
continuously measuring absorption with the AE instrument
at MSY and MSA without ACSM data, the model was cali-
brated using a 1-year data set in order to apply the AE model
to any other period without ancillary measurements.

5.3.2 Validation of the aethalometer model with
simultaneous experimental data

Very few studies have been published comparing outputs
from the AE model to the source apportionment of the
ACSM measurements (Favez et al., 2010). Biomass burn-
ing organic aerosol (BBOA) and hydrocarbon-like organic
aerosol (HOA) from ACSM data refer to primary organic
aerosols (POA), whereas OMbb and OMff from AE model in-
clude SOA formed from these primary sources. Since simul-
taneous measurements to the study period were not deployed
for differentiating POA to SOA ratios, we have considered
results previously reported for MSY. SOA formation from
biomass burning emissions can be up to 25 % of the BBOA
emitted, as shown by Cubison et al. (2011) using aerosol
mass spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS) data. This ratio was pri-
marily applied by Minguillón et al. (2015) to the results ob-
tained from the source apportionment to ACSM performed at
the MSY station, which were also used in this study. More-
over, based on the results from the DAURE campaign car-
ried out in March 2009 at MSY, the organic carbon (OC)
originated from fossil sources is only 15 % primary at MSY
(Minguillón et al., 2011), which corresponds to 10 % if OM
is considered instead of OC. Thus, we assume that primary
BBOA and HOA represent approximately 75 and 10 % of the
OMbb and OMff respectively at the MSY station.

Relationships between BBOA and OMbb concentration for
different AAEbb values (Table 3) showed good agreement
(R2
∼ 0.43) with slopes ranging between 1.1 and 2.2 depend-

ing on the AAEbb used. The relationship between OMff and
HOA showed less variable slope (F ) (around 4) but more
variable R2 between 0.43 and 0.63. Choosing AAEbb = 2
and AAEff = 1 we obtained (a) an OMbb/BBOA ratio of
around 1.27 (R2

= 0.43) in agreement with 25 % of SOA for-
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Table 2. C1, C2 and C3 obtained by MLR on the aethalometer model for different AAEbb (1.8, 2, 2.2), keeping AAEff = 1 and varying
AAEff (0.9, 1.1), keeping AAEbb = 2 on an hourly basis at MSY.

Hourly data (5456) AAEff = 1

AAEbb = 1.8 AAEbb = 2 AAEbb =2.2

C1 (g m−2) 1.05153± 0.01004
C2 (g m−2) 0.27998± 0.00314 0.26021± 0.00354 0.24384± 0.00393
C3 (µ g m−3) 0.31433± 0.04051

AAEbb =2

AAEff = 0.9 AAEff = 1.1

C1 (g m−2) 1.01342± 0.01063 1.09341± 0.00959
C2 (g m−2) 0.26021± 0.00354
C3 (µ g m−3) 0.31433± 0.04051

Table 3. Squared Pearson (R2) and slope (F ) of the scatter plot
between OMbb and BBOA and between OMff and HOA, for differ-
ent values of AAEbb (1.6, 1.8, 2, 2.2) keeping AAEff = 1 at MSY
(hourly basis).

AAEff = 1

AAEbb 1.6 1.8 2 2.2

OMbb vs. BBOA R2 0.436 0.423 0.429 0.426
F 2.160 1.440 1.274 1.064

OMff vs. HOA R2 0.426 0.525 0.600 0.631
F 4.002 4.240 4.377 4.467

mation from primary biomass burning emissions estimated
by Cubison et al. (2011); and (b) an OMff/HOA ratio of
4.4 (R2

= 0.6) which is consistent with 90 % portion of SOA
found at MSY in previous studies (Minguillón et al., 2011).
The correlations were only moderate mainly due to the vari-
able SOA formation, which is partially driven by the envi-
ronmental conditions, as opposed to the primary OA emis-
sions. Moreover, it should be noted that the slopes and R2

in Table 3 were obtained using hourly averages. Scatter plots
by bins (Fig. 4) showed that the relationships had slopes in
agreement with those reported in Table 3 but much higher R2

(0.97).
The relationship between OMbb and BBOA calculated

only for the winter period using hourly data showedR2
= 0.4

and F = 0.96. The slope was close to the unity due: to the
lower SOA formation in winter, mainly explained by a de-
creasing of VOCs emissions being one of the primarily pre-
cursor sources of SOA formation during the warmer period
in this emplacement (Seco et al., 2013), also as consequence
of less photochemistry activity and the prevalence of primary
emissions.

Experimental measurements of Nitrogen dioxide (NO2),
which is mainly related to fossil fuel emissions, agrees

well (R2
= 0.64) with BCff obtained from AAEbb = 2 and

AAEff = 1 for the winter period at MSY (Fig. 5).
Besides uncertainties in determining FF and BB contri-

butions from the aethalometer model, results from sensitiv-
ity test analysis showed good agreement with experimen-
tal measurements and good stability of the model. We have
shown that the constants C1, C2 and C3 depend on the rela-
tive contributions of FF and BB, thus these constants are site-
dependent and should be calculated for each measurement
emplacement. Moreover, a calibration of the model is neces-
sary to determine the most suitable AAEff and AAEbb pair
for a reliable estimation of fossil fuel and biomass burning
contributions. Interestingly, AAEbb and AAEff chosen in this
work were the same as in other studies, suggesting a stable
value of AAE= 2 for characterizing BB emissions within the
model. Our results showed that the higher AAEbb the lower
the estimated BCbb contribution, which ranged between 35
and 45 % depending on the AAEbb used (1.8–2.2).

5.3.3 Seasonal and daily variation of fossil fuel and
biomass burning contribution to BC and OM at
MSY and MSA stations

Seasonal and daily AAE and relative contributions of BB and
FF to BC (at both MSY and MSA) and to OM (at MSY only)
from the aethalometer model are shown in Fig. 6. Both en-
vironments are characterized by similar average PM chemi-
cal composition (Ripoll et al., 2015), thus probably leading
to similar mean values of AAE at MSY (1.30± 0.30) and
MSA (1.36± 0.26) (Fig. 6a, e). Thus, AAEff and AAEbb de-
termined for MSY were used also for MSA.

MSY showed slightly lower AAE as a consequence of
higher exposure to FF emissions sources compared to MSA.
AAE at MSA and MSY showed larger values on average
in winter suggesting a higher contribution of BrC. AAE
monthly averages reached around 1.5 at both sites. Despite
the fact that the lowest BC and OM concentrations were ob-
served in winter the AAE showed the highest values indicat-
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Figure 4. Scatter plot by bins between OMff and HOA and between OMbb and BBOA for AAEbb = 2 and AAEff = 1 at MSY (on an hourly
basis).

Figure 5. Scatter plot between BCff and NO2 for winter season
(from November to February,) during the period 2012–2014 at MSY
(daily basis).

ing larger contribution of BB sources at both stations. It is
interesting to note that on average AAE was higher at MSY
than at MSA during winter months (December–January) sug-
gesting higher relative BB contribution at MSY compared to
MSA in winter (Figs. 6e and S4a). This was likely due to the
fact that the MSA station is often above the polluted PBL
in winter whereas MSY, located at lower altitude, is usually
within the PBL and frequently affected by local pollutants
accumulated under winter anticyclonic conditions (Pandolfi
et al., 2014b; Ripoll et al., 2015). Low values of AAE dur-
ing the day and higher at night at both sites resulted mainly
from the development of sea and mountain breezes, favour-
ing the transport of anthropogenic pollutants from the urban-
ized/industrialized coastline and valleys to inland areas and
leading to an increase of AAE during the warmest hours of
the day (Fig. 6a).

The measured BC was well reproduced by adding BCff
and BCbb contributions from the AE model, showing slight
overestimation by 11 and 15 % at MSY (Fig. 6c, g) and

MSA (Fig. 6d, h) respectively. However, measured OM is
underestimated when adding OMff and OMbb at MSY, due
to the large contribution of carbonaceous material from non-
combustion sources (C3) during the warmer months (27 %)
(Fig. 6f). This difference was mainly driven by biogenic
sources which are expected to have an important contribu-
tion to our measurement emplacement, particularly in sum-
mer due to the SOA formation. Then the C3 time variation
was well reproduced by the model, showing larger contri-
butions during the summer period. Nevertheless, based on
the available previous studies performed at MSY (Minguil-
lón et al., 2011, 2015; Pandolfi et al., 2014b), C3 contribution
might be slightly underestimated due to possible apportion-
ment within OMff and/or OMbb. It should also be noted that
some SOA UV absorbing compounds, which originate from
anthropogenic sources (such as nitroaromatic compounds)
and are the major contributors to the light absorption of the
toluene SOA, might be partially apportioned within OMbb.

Interestingly, a relationship was observed between AAE
and the relative contribution of BCbb to BC concentrations
at MSY and MSA (Fig. 7). AAE increased up to 1.5 when
%BCbb was higher than around 50 % of the total measured
BC. The intercept of the linear fit was 1.01 and 1.15 at MSY
and MSA respectively, pointing to BC from FF sources as
the main absorber in the absence of biomass burning events.
Therefore, we can clearly appreciate the effect of BrC from
biomass burning on AAE even if the mean BCbb contribu-
tions to the total BC (0.13 µg m−3 and 0.06 µg m−3) at MSY
and MSA were quite low (36 and 40 %). Mean OMbb con-
centration at MSY was 0.9 µg m−3, accounting for a 30 %
contribution to total OM.

The prominent increase of FF contribution at MSY and
MSA in summer, when both stations are within the PBL and
dominated by similar atmospheric circulations, is in agree-
ment with lower AAE values. Stronger summer recircula-
tion processes, which are strengthened by sea and moun-
tain breezes, favour the transport of pollutants toward re-
gional areas inland. Daily variation of both BC and OM is
mainly driven by FF combustion from Barcelona anthro-
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Figure 6. Daily cycle of (a) AAE at MSY and MSA, (b) measured OM and simulated OM as the sum of OMff and OMbb contributions
at MSY, measured BC and simulated BC as the sum of BCff and BCbb contributions at (c) MSY and (d) MSA. Annual cycle of (e) AAE
at MSY and MSA, (f) measured OM and simulated OM as the sum of OMff and OMbb contributions at MSY, measured BC and simulated
BC as the sum of BCff and BCbb contributions at (g) MSY and (h) MSA. The study period ranges between 14 June 2012 and 9 July 2013
for OM contributions and between 12 June 2012 and 31 December 2014 for BC contributions, depending on the availability of BC and OM
experimental measurements respectively. Averages were calculated on an hourly basis.

Figure 7. Scatter plot by bins between AAE and %BCbb at MSY
and MSA. Error bars are one standard deviation of the averages
calculated from daily values.

pogenic sources. The daily cycle is more pronounced at
MSY as a consequence of the proximity to the Barcelona
metropolitan area and the lower altitude compared to MSA.
Despite OM is mainly driven by biogenic sources during the
summer period at MSY, significant FF contribution is regis-
tered during the warmest hours of the day (Fig. S4b). How-
ever time variation of BB sources, from both BC and OM, is
led by local atmospheric processes as domestic heating turn-
ing into a dominant source during the colder months at both

stations. Thus, during winter, BCbb and BCff showed almost
the same contribution, reaching maximum values in the af-
ternoon (Fig. S4c). Conversely, the daily cycle of OMff is
decoupled from OMbb, showing larger concentrations of the
latter during the night, given that it is mainly led by BB emis-
sions from domestic heating emitted during the colder hours
and possibly as a result of SOA formation after the OM was
emitted (Fig. S4b). Note that during the night OMbb concen-
tration does not present large variations, possibly because it
remains as a residual layer above the thermal inversion.

FF contribution to OM and BC was found to be signifi-
cant at MSY, according to the large values obtained for the
C1 constant in the aethalometer model. In order to com-
pare the results with different source apportionment methods,
the fossil fuel and non-fossil fuel contribution to EC (ECff,
ECnon_ff) and OC (OCff, OCnon_ff) reported by Minguillón
et al. (2011) using the 14C technique at MSY for the periods
February–March and July 2009 were taken as a reference.
Given that AE measurements were not available at MSY dur-
ing those periods, we averaged available contributions from
the aethalometer model for the same time-of-the-year periods
during 2012, 2013 and 2014 for BC and during 2012 for OM.
Despite the lack of overlap in the data set, results for BC con-
tributions from both techniques (14C and AE model) showed
good agreement. BCff contributions calculated using the AE
model in winter and summer were 53 and 73 % respectively,
whereas ECff contributions derived from 14C measurements
accounted for 66 and 79 %. However larger discrepancies
were found for FF and BB contributions to OM. Results from
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the 14C technique identified a FF contribution to OC of 31
and 25 % for winter and summer, whereas the AE model re-
sulted in OMff contributions of 39 and 58 %. We also saw
a OMbb contribution around twice that of the OC non-fossil
fuel. The apparent overestimation of OMbb and OMff, partic-
ularly in summer, compared to the available results from 14C
might be led by the partial apportionment of non-combustion
carbonaceous material and SOA anthropogenic within OMbb
and/or OMff, as we commented above.

A second assessment of the AE model results was carried
out by comparison with OA source apportionment results re-
ported by Minguillón et al. (2015) for winter (28 October-
7 April 2013) and summer (14 June–9 October 2012) at
MSY based on ACSM measurements. The agreement needs
to be evaluated considering the different outputs from each
method; thus whereas the ACSM OA source apportionment
identifies the contribution of primary fossil fuel (HOA) and
biomass burning (BBOA) contributions, the AE model cal-
culates the total (including the SOA) fossil fuel (OMff) and
biomass burning (OMbb) contributions. HOA contribution
was 12 and 13 % for winter and summer, whereas OMff ac-
counted for 47 and 59 %. BBOA was identified only in winter
with a contribution of 28 %, and OMbb contribution was 37 %
for the same period. These results are in agreement assuming
the ratios OMff-to-HOA and OMbb-to-BBOA based on SOA-
to-POA proportion, used in the previous Sect. 5.4.3 in order
to calibrate the aethalometer model and fit the most suitable
AAEff and AAEbb representative of our environment.

An interesting wildfire episode detected at MSY took
place on 23 July 2012 with AAE increasing significantly
up to 2 and the lowest value at 1.3 (Fig. 8). BB sources
dominated BC and OM contributions accounting for 73 %
and 78 % respectively, until the breezes were developed and
transported pollutants from urban areas toward the station
during the warmest hours of the day, resulting in a decrease
of AAE. As shown previously for the whole data set, good
agreement was found between measured and simulated BC.
Conversely OM was slightly underestimated during the sun-
light hours likely due to biogenic emissions and SOA forma-
tion by photochemical reactions.

The concomitance of biomass burning and wildfire
episodes during SDEs may be an issue, being both dust and
BB strong absorbers in the UV. The SAE is a useful param-
eter that should be considered in order to establish differ-
ences in near real time between mineral dust (coarse ma-
terial) and biomass burning (finer aerosol). However, since
relatively low BB concentration was found in the area un-
der study, the dominance of mineral dust appears to be larger
with respect to BB regarding the effects on intensive opti-
cal properties. Furthermore, the co-occurrence of SDEs and
BB winter emissions is not usual. Whereas for differentiating
wildfires episodes and SDEs, both frequently occurring dur-
ing summer, wildfires can be considered isolated events and
detected by different tools such as back-trajectories, forecast
models and remote sensing data.

6 Conclusions

The present work shows variations of the intensive aerosol
optical properties measured at regional (Montseny) and con-
tinental (Montsec) background stations in the WMB. We
have studied the feasibility of using the near-real-time optical
measurements performed at these stations for the detection of
specific atmospheric pollution episodes affecting the WMB:
Saharan dust and biomass burning.

The Ångström matrix revealed that Saharan dust events
(SDEs) in the WMB were characterized by SAE on aver-
age lower than 1 due to the larger size of mineral dust par-
ticles and AAE values higher than 1.3 (up to 2.5 depending
on the intensity of SDEs), indicating absorption in the UV
by iron oxide contained within the mineral dust. Linear rela-
tionships were found between AAE and increasing %dust at
MSY (0.7) and %PM1−10 at MSA (0.4), confirming the en-
hanced absorption in the UV due to mineral dust from SDEs.
Interestingly, SAE showed higher sensitivity than g for char-
acterizing the size of aerosols, with ranges between 0.55–
0.75 and 0.50–0.70 at MSY and MSA respectively during
SDEs.

Feasibility of detecting SDEs by means of SSAAE de-
pended on both the location and altitude of the measurement
station, which determines the aerosol background concentra-
tion and the intensity of the SDE. Better results were shown
at higher-altitude locations, at MSA were detected most of
the SDE (85 %), whereas at MSY, with a larger exposure
to anthropogenic pollutants, the detection of SDEs depended
mainly on the intensity of the Saharan dust outbreak. At the
MSY site 50 % of SDEs were detected, which were unequiv-
ocally identified when the relative contribution of mineral
dust to PM10 was higher than 60 %.

The proximity to anthropogenic sources of mainly fine
particles can prevent both the Ångström matrix and the
SSAAE parameter from detecting SDEs. We have shown that
transport of anthropogenic pollutants (mainly finer particles
and precursors) from the urbanized/industrialized coastline
towards regional areas inland can hinder the effect of min-
eral dust on the intensive aerosol optical properties during
less intense SDEs. We have also shown that regional atmo-
spheric scenarios occurring after SDEs may favour the re-
circulation of mineral dust at regional level in the WMB.
Thus, mineral dust can remain in the atmosphere for a few
days after the SDE. This fact is highly relevant for air qual-
ity since SDEs frequently promote exceedances in the PM10
daily limit value.

Thus, depending on the background atmospheric condi-
tions, not all SDEs can be clearly detected using SAE,
AAE and SSAAE parameters. Additional information pro-
vided, e.g. by forecast models, back-trajectory analysis and
columnar measurements, is also required to better detect and
characterize these events. Nevertheless, aethalometer and
nephelometer instruments provide near-real-time measure-
ments and allow a fast detection of the impact of SDEs at
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Figure 8. Daily cycle of (a) AAE, (b) Measured OM and simulated OM as the sum of OMff and OMbb contributions, (c) Measured BC and
simulated BC as the sum of BCff and BCbb contributions, during a wildfire episode (23 July 2012) at MSY.

ground level. Furthermore, due to the sensitiveness for de-
tecting changes in aerosol size and composition, SSAAE and
Angstrom matrix tools are more sensitive compared to other
near-real-time measurements.

A sensitivity test using the aethalometer model at MSY
showed that the model constants, which are representative
of the main emission sources, are actually site-dependent
and should be calculated for the area under study. FF
sources showed a larger contribution than BB at MSY, lead-
ing to C1 = 1.05 and C2 = 0.26 (g m−2) for AAEff = 1
and AAEbb = 2. Moreover C3 was found to be significant
mainly due to the large contribution of biogenic sources at
MSY, showing values around 0.31 (µg m−3). Linear rela-
tions were found for comparisons between OMbb vs. BBOA
(R2
= 0.43) and OMff vs. HOA (R2

= 0.6) showing fitting
slopes of 1.27 and 4.4 respectively, which are consistent with
SOA formation from BB and FF (25 and 90 %) emissions.
Results from these comparisons were used to calibrate the
aethalometer model, pointing to AAEbb = 2 and AAEff = 1
as the most suitable values for our emplacement.

Annual averages of BCbb contributions at MSY (36 %)
and MSA (40 %) were significantly lower compared to other
studies in northern Europe, due to less use of biomass burn-
ing as a heating system. OMbb contributions accounted for
30 %. BB source contribution to both BC and OM were pre-
dominant during winter, with increasing AAE up to 1.5 when
%BCbb was higher than 50 %. Nevertheless, BC and OM
were led by FF emissions sources during the summer pe-
riod, due to stronger summer recirculation processes which
are strengthened by sea and mountain breezes favouring the
transport of pollutants toward regional areas inland. An in-
teresting wildfire episode showed AAE values up to 2, ac-
counting for BB contributions to BC and OM of 73 and 78 %
respectively.

The aethalometer model is a powerful tool for reproducing
long periods of real-time FF and BB contribution to BC, even
in those areas where there is a predominance of carbona-
ceous material from non-combustion sources and BB emis-

sions does not present very large contributions. BC, as the
sum of BCff and BCbb, was well reproduced showing a slight
overestimation of 11 and 13 % at MSY and MSA. Results for
BCff and BCbb in winter and summer were in agreement with
previous studies at MSY deployed by 14C analysis. Further-
more, BCff and NO2, both representative of traffic sources,
showed good correlation for the winter period (R2

= 0.64).
However, the model presents larger uncertainty concern-

ing OM apportionment as reported in other studies (Favez
et al., 2010; Herich et al., 2011). Biogenic sources, which
present important contributions to our emplacement, are
probably slightly underestimated by the model due to the par-
tial apportionment of C3 constant within OMff and OMbb.
Furthermore, OMbb might be slightly overestimated due to
the account of anthropogenic SOA within it, which can over-
lap with the absorption in the UV range. Despite the uncer-
tainties associated with the source apportionment technique,
OM time variation appears to be well reproduced. Neverthe-
less, OM formation and transformation processes occurring
in the NWM should be taken into account when performing
the AE model results, where important photochemical reac-
tions take place led by large anthropogenic emissions and
high insolation (mainly in summer).

The differentiation of brown carbon originated from dif-
ferent emission sources by using optical measurements is
a challenge, in particular the SOA formation and trans-
formation processes. Due to the uncertainties presented by
the aethalometer model for providing absolute concentra-
tions, it is recommended to carry out simultaneous measure-
ments/experiments, applying different techniques not based
on optical methods, such as using levoglucosan as a BB
tracer or calibrating the model with BBOA obtained from
ACSM source apportionment in order to assess the quantifi-
cation of biomass burning by the model. Nevertheless, the
aethalometer model is a very useful tool which provides sat-
isfactory estimations of the temporal variability of the con-
tributions for both biomass burning and fossil fuel emission
sources. Further research in characterizing brown carbon by
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means of optical techniques is needed to exploit the possibil-
ities of the instrument.

The nephelometer and aethalometer instruments are
widely used within monitoring networks and present several
advantages for near-real-time air-quality monitoring at high
temporal resolution. We have demonstrated the potential of
the intensive optical parameters obtained from both instru-
ments for detecting specific air pollution scenarios in near
real time. This is possible given the high sensitivity of partic-
ular intensive aerosol optical parameters to characterize dif-
ferent types of atmospheric aerosols. However, it is necessary
to perform a previous sensitivity test in order to evaluate and
calibrate the intensive optical properties for detecting specific
pollution episodes at different emplacements.

7 Data availability

The Montseny and Montsec data sets used for this publica-
tion are accessible online on the WDCA (World Data Centre
for Aerosols) web page: http://ebas.nilu.no.

The Supplement related to this article is available online
at doi:10.5194/acp-16-12567-2016-supplement.
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